Education and Government in the Eyes of a Confucian Scholar in Modern China

Editorial Introduction
In times of rapid socio-political changes, individuals accustomed to the old ways of life are left scrambling to find a new place within a new system that bears nothing were expected to memorize the moral teachings of Confucius from ages before. However, education in China was less about learning and more about testing. This caused a unique problem within China's society since the fastest way to attain status was through the achievement of a degree. Exams were extremely difficult and based heavily off memorization and essay-writing.
Furthermore, there were several different degrees required to make it to the top of the social class. Although he is committed fully to the teachings of Confucius and being a moral man, Liu
Dapeng ultimately fails in his attempt to achieve the highest degree. His failure highlights key flaws within the Chinese educational system.
Traditional Chinese education was problematic in that it blended Confucian ideals with a rigorous exam system. This mixture of church and state would be unheard of in today's Western education systems. However, at the time in China it was a great way to teach children morality and literacy all at once. To the Chinese, "education was seen as a form of moral indoctrination" (25). In theory, this is an effective way to groom a generation to be upstanding citizens as well as learned men. In practice though, it led to various problems. For example, the exam system made it difficult to focus on being both a moral citizen and a successful student. Liu Dapeng's first instructor "tried hard to keep his pupils from limiting themselves to learning how to pass the government examinations" and "emphasized the moral and philosophical content of the texts" (26). This illustrates best the common issues that young pupils faced. They could either commit themselves to the moralistic teachings of their textbooks, or focus their efforts on figuring out how best to pass the exams. It was nearly impossible to do both due to the structure of the exams.
Since the degrees were often earned based off how well students could write essays, most pupils dedicated their time to perfecting their writing skills. To Liu, there was a clear difference in the exams and the knowledge they tested: "In order to pass the examinations, [Liu] should focus on the formalistic rules of essay-writing" (38). However, Liu also believed that "the failure to emphasize the moral content of education was harming society and local government" (38). This was not the only part of China's education system that caused issues in lives of old intellectuals including Liu.
China's gentry class saw numerous new members in this time due to the social mobility that the national exam system afforded to degree holders, but this came with its own unique set of problems. First and foremost, students who wished to achieve a national degree would often spend their entire lives in pursuit of these degrees. The number of degrees given out was limited each time the exams were held, so performing well did not guarantee a degree. Rather, students had to outperform the other test takers. This meant a student could try for a degree for a substantial amount of their life and never achieve one. This was fine if the student was from a wealthy family. However, in the case of Liu Dapeng, his time spent at school was a result of his father's investments in him. "Supporting a son to live away from home in Taiyuan and attend the academy so he could try to attain a higher degree was a much greater financial commitment (than supporting a son to obtain a licentiate degree)" (33). If he came back with nothing to show for his time spent in studying, he would have not only wasted his father's money, but also years of his life he could have been working to support his family. In this regard, education and social mobility heavily favored those who had less to lose.
Liu Dapeng lived in a time where the education system directly impacted him and those around him both negatively and positively. Heavy focus on Confucian ideology taught Liu all he could ever hope to know about how to live a moral life, but they failed him when it came time for the state exams. With a testing system more focused on essay writing than moral behavior, Liu was often confronted with the choice between studying good essay writing and focusing on being a morally conscious citizen. Doing both in this time period proved exceedingly difficult.
Although Liu was a provincial degree-holder, he never achieved his goal of holding government office. His failure can certainly be attributed to the shortcomings of the Chinese education system in imperial China. Liu lived in an ever-changing period, and an old Chinese curse certainly sums up his life: "May he live in interesting times."
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Humanity has struggled with the purposes of education for thousands of years. Education is relative to the society that one is brought up in; different cultures define the purpose of knowledge differently throughout time, changing every now and then to benefit the society as a whole. In ancient China, Confucius viewed education as a way to cultivate character and become a better person, although it also served the purpose of producing men capable of reforming and serving the government. Nevertheless, this belief that education was more than just training, but rather a path to becoming a more enlightened "gentleman" permeated China through the ages.
Even today in Western culture this idea of moral improvement through observation, study, and reflective thought is held in high standards at colleges and universities of liberal studies. But, as Liu Dapeng witnessed, there is always a tension between this Confucian/Liberal train of thought and the belief in a singular purpose for education-job training.
In Liu Dapeng's lifetime, China was in a state of upheaval and social change. Confucian ideals were quickly becoming ignored and irrelevant. As a true Confucian scholar, Liu was deeply conflicted during his years of schooling as social pressures and his traditional values competed in his mind. Although he had been raised on traditional values of commitment to ancient texts and philosophy, there was an increasing popularity of focusing simply on passing the exams to gain a degree and ultimately, government office. Liu was torn, and it is obvious from the way others talked about -or made fun of -his dedication to Confucian ideals that he was being left behind by the rest of society. It is difficult not to draw connections between his struggle and that of a Liberal Studies major today, dedicating their time to understanding the content of classes and making connections between disciplines as a holistic approach. Contrast to this is the student who simply endures a class, without thought or effort, because they must eventually earn a degree. As Liu writes, "If you don't try to understand the underlying principles but only study essay-writing to try and get a degree, it will not be easy for you to do well in any exam, and even if you do, I fear that your words and deeds will not be principled" (38).
Of course, Liu was not a perfect man, even if his belief in education was respectable. He was, along with much of Chinese society at the time, an example of the hypocrisy in the educational system. He valued being educated -even if it was not as moral as he would have liked -but criticized and shamed the role of teachers and tutors. In a way, for a society that values education, moral or not, this seems very backwards; you cannot become a pupil without a master, and you cannot ensure your values and ethics will be passed on without teaching them to the younger generations. Perhaps the decline of moral teachings was partially a result of this social discrimination of the profession, since most teachers were considered simply as men who failed at getting more than a provincial degree. But as Henrietta Harrison points out, "The sad lot of the scholar turned teacher was, after all, an inevitable consequence of the examination system as it had existed for centuries" (39). Liu Dapeng despised and yet participated in this vicious cycle of viewing education as a means to political power. In the end, he was a victim of both social discrimination and social upheaval, as well as his own fault at not realizing the true flaws of traditional views.
Liu Dapeng was certainly a very high-minded individual during a period in China which saw many citizens abandoning traditions and values that had been staples of their culture for generations. Liu remained adamant about his beliefs in how society should be managed, and who it should be managed by, that is dignified gentlemen of Confucianism. Again, there are parallels that can be seen between his world and today. Ultimately, due in part to the corrupt system, as well as his own convictions of morality, Liu found himself left behind as his country moved in another direction. "In a society in which business was family-based, the tutor," says Harrison, "like most other employees, was a subordinate in someone else's family rather than the head of his own" (44). This was Liu's ultimate shame; not living up to his parents' expectations would haunt him for the rest of his life despite his involvement of many public positions in local government. By the end of his life, he was, ironically, well respected in his village of Chiqiao because of his respect for tradition that were scarcely present in the newer generation. So perhaps we need to reevaluate our own cultural views toward education, look to philosophers such as Liu views the Republican election process as a corrupt exercise and not adhering to Confucian moral and filial principles. More importantly, the new democratic elections excluded men like Liu from the social mobility they enjoyed under the Qing Dynasty. "It has become common to buy votes and to campaign to become an assembly member. This is the worst fault of the selection policy. From now on upright gentleman will not be able to be assembly members."
(103) Liu is looking to the past and his criticism is based upon a comparison between the Dynastic System and the Republic. In the old system, government officials were selected through examination, and only the best were selected regardless of financial status. In the new Republic, 
